Interim Plan from now until 10/1/2011

- 5010 Transactions already implemented:
  - 820 and 834 completed and implemented; plan transition continues through 9/30/2011.
- 5010 Transactions where work will be fully completed as planned:
- 5010 Transactions where work will be on hold after completion of requirements, design and documentation until November 2011 (detailed dates are as outlined below):
  - 835, 277PSI, 278, and NCPDP PAH – Complete requirements, design, and documentation (companion documents) and then temporarily stop all work.
- 5010 Transactions where a short term partial compliance solution will be put in place, but all other work will be on hold after completion of requirements, design and documentation until November 2011 (detailed dates are as outlined below):
  - 837 Claims and Encounters – Complete requirements, design, and documentation (companion documents), then implement an interim solution. Interim solution, by 10/1/2011, is to reverse map 5010 to existing format with no changes on the mainframe. No new (5010) data would be stored.

Permanent Solution (after the interim plan)
- 11/1/2011 – Programming re-starts for all transactions not already completed,
- 1/2012 – Coding completed, start internal testing
- 3/2012 – Begin UAT (external testing)
- 6/2012 – Complete UAT
- 7/1/2012 – Implementation in Production